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Agreed actions from SACRE meeting, 14th November 2018 

Minute 

no 

Action Who? When by? 

5. Progress update of SACRE and faith group 

information on OCC schools intranet 

H Batten 

B Moore 

Report to March 

meeting 

5. Write to non-attending SACRE members C Mathew ASAP 

5. Complete further research on RE provision 

in schools; consider appropriate next steps. 

N Fancourt 

B Moore 

Report to March 

meeting 

5. Submit items for inclusion in REFocus 

Spring issue to BM. 

Include appeal for teacher representation 

on SACRE. 

All members 

 

 

B Moore 

 

 

5. Provide key points for inclusion in letter to 

Secretary of State. 

S Beegoo 

H Norman 

Report to March 

meeting 

9. Complete further research on RE provision 

in schools; consider appropriate next steps. 

B Moore 

N Fancourt 

Report to November 

meeting 

6. Circulate notes of October teacher network 

meeting. 

B Moore ASAP 

6. Confirm venue for March teacher network 

meeting. 

N Fancourt ASAP 

6. Investigate more effective publicity for 

teacher network meeting. 

B Moore  

7 Investigate assistance from Strategic 

Schools Partnership 

B Moore 

C Hayward 

Before next meeting 

with OCC 

7. Liaise with Diocese & OCC re provision of 

SACRE information to new governors. 

B Moore  

7. Review SACRE constitution  B Moore 

C Hayward 

Report to March 

meeting 

9. Discuss joint Oxon/Bucks syllabus with 

Diocese 

B Moore Report to March 

meeting 

9. Provide further comments on RE report to 

BM. 

Prepare response to RE Commission report 

All members 

 

B Moore 

ASAP 

End December 

11. Prepare response to NASACRE funding 

survey. 

B Moore ASAP 
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Minutes of the Oxfordshire SACRE Meeting  

At County Hall, Oxford, on Wednesday 14th November 2018 at 4.00 pm 
 

Present: 
M = Member 
SD = Standing Deputy 

Committee A:  World Faiths, Christian Denominations 
Ruth Cohen (M) 
Sheikh Ramzy (M) 
Chandra Vadivale (M) 

 
 Committee B:  Church of England 

Susan Grenfell (M) 
Christine Price-Smith (M) 

 
 Committee C:  Teacher representatives 

 
 Committee D:  Local Authority 

Cllr Charles Mathew (M) – Chair 
 

 Co-opted Members   
   Shahin Bekhradnia (M) 
   Nigel Fancourt (M) 

Stephen Vickers (SD) 
 

    Local Authority Officer  
   Catherine Hayward 
    

    Visitor 
   Mary Phillips (BeSpace) 
 

In attendance: Helen Batten (Clerk) 
Bill Moore (Advisor to SACRE) 
 

Apologies:    Steve Beegoo (Committee A) 
   Cllr Bob Johnston (Committee D) 
   Cllr Lorraine Lindsay-Gale (OCC Cabinet Member) 
   Fraser Long (Committee A) 
   Cllr Glynis Phillips (Committee D) 
   Helina Taghavi (co-opted) 
   Carol Worthington (Committee B) 
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Introduction 

 

 CM welcomed everybody to the meeting and thanked them for attending. 

 Apologies tendered were accepted.  
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Election of Chair & Vice Chair 
 

(i) CM had offered to serve as Chair for a further year.  NF offered to serve as Vice 
Chair for a period of one year.  These appointments were agreed in principle to 
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commence immediately.  However quorum requirements will be checked, and 
these decisions will be confirmed at the next meeting.  
 

(ii) Current lack of any teacher representation is a significant concern which requires 
urgent consideration. 
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Purpose of meeting 
 
The purpose of the meeting was confirmed, to consider the implications for the provision of 
quality RE in Oxfordshire of the Commission on RE report, and to provide updates on SACRE 
activities. 
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Reflection 
 
SV spoke about the need for SACRE to be united in focussing on the good of young people in 
Oxfordshire, and working against anything that turns them away from the idea of religion or 
spirituality.  Although we will not agree with everything in the RE Commission report, it 
demonstrates a clear commitment to keeping faith within education.  [Full text is appended to 
these minutes.] 
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Minutes of 11th June 2018 & matters arising 
 

(i) Minutes which had been circulated were approved as an accurate record. 
 

(ii) Matters arising, not otherwise covered by the current ageda, were considered: 

 Annual report 2017 [item 5]:  The final version had been distributed. 

 Website [item 6]:  Updates to the OCC public website had been completed 
as discussed.  Relevant information for teachers will also be added to the 
schools intranet.                                 Action:  HB & BM to liaise with CH 

 Communication with SACRE non-attenders [item 7.1]:  CM apologised 
for late action and confirmed that this will be completed.         Action:  CM 

 Schools outreach [item 7.4]:  BM confirmed that introductory information 
about SACRE was distributed to all schools. 

 Monitoring non-compliance in secondary schools [item 9]:  Information 
will be provided to the March 2019 meeting.                   Action:  BM & NF 

 REFocus [item 11]:  The Autumn issue had been distributed to schools.  
BM requested contributions for the Spring issue, which will also include an 
appeal for teacher representatives to join SACRE, and help to establish 
networks.                                                               Action: All Members, BM 

 Proposed letter to Secretary of State [item 12]:  An update on this 
proposal was requested.                                                    Action:  SB & HN 
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Feedback on Teachers’ Network Meeting, 8th October 
 

 BM reported that the small number of teachers who attended felt that the meeting was 
useful for them.  They were pleased to have the opportunity to meet faith 
representatives and considered that the discussion and exchange of ideas was helpful.  
Teachers indicated that they need better contacts and communication to support RE 
and are interested in developing the sort of networks envisaged. 
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 SACRE members agreed that the session was a good start and this format should be 
repeated.  However it will also be important to understand why attendance was poor, 
especially amongst secondary teachers who are RE specialists. 

 Notes of the meeting will be circulated.                                                         

 It was agreed that the next network meeting will take place on  25th March 2019, hosted 
by the Department of Education, University of Oxford.  Venue details will be confirmed. 

 It was also agreed to look at how arrangements can be specifically communicated to 
church schools, academies and independent schools.   

 The March meeting will focus on the support teachers have said they need – including 
provision of resources and links to further information.  This will also be a good 
opportunity to look at the impact on RE of anticipated Ofsted changes.  impact RE. SG 
will provide a point of contact for independent schools.  

 
Actions 

 BM will circulate notes of the October meeting 

 NF will confirm venue arrangements for the March 2019 meeting. 

 BM will liaise with Diocese and independent school contacts to publicise 
arrangements as widely as possible. 
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Feedback from meeting with OCC 
 
BM and CM reported that the planned meeting with OCC officers CH, Kim James and David 
Clarke, took place during September.  Both KJ and DC have experience of working with 
SACREs and understand what we are trying to achieve and the issues involved.  Their clear 
wish to support SACRE is appreciated.   The group plans to meet three times per year, with 
the next meeting scheduled for February 2019.  
 
Key points covered by the meeting were: 

 Raising the profile of SACRE with heads and governors via the Strategic Schools 
Partnership will be investigated.  CH explained that this body  is concerned with 
strategy and research, and it may be possible to  apply for project funding to support 
SACRE initiatives.   

 It was suggested that information about SACRE should be provided as part of induction 
for new governors.   

 Contact has been made with the new Cabinet Member for Education, who was unable 
to attend SACRE today but will be invited to future meetings. 

 The SACRE constitution needs to be reviewed to ensure it remains fit for purpose 
following the growth of academisation and other changes.  

 
Actions 

 BM & CH will investigate Strategic Schools Partnership assistance 

 BM will liaise with OCC and Diocese training contacts  regarding provision of 
SACRE information to new governors 

 BM & CM will review the SACRE constitution and report to the March meeting. 
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Working groups 
 
Following previous discussion, BM recommended that working groups should focus on the 
following areas:  contact with school and monitoring RE; curriculum development and 
classroom support; collective worship.  This will require some careful thought since collective 
worship sits across the other two areas.  Following discussion, it was agreed that working 
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groups will be a helpful way to move activities forward but needs to wait until teacher 
representatives are recruited to SACRE and there is more progress on the syllabus review.  
This will be revisited again in June 2019. 
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Commission for RE report 
 
The final report Religion & Works Views:  The Way Forward – A National Plan for RE had been 
circulated, together with the text of the Commission Chair’s address and response from 
NASACRE.    BM noted that the report has received strong support from NATRE, whichi s 
favour of a national syllabus.  Discussion of the recommendations raised the following points: 

 Recommendations 1 and 2 suggest a return to pre-1988 arrangements, although 
without this change there is also concern that SACREs will become unnecessary as 
more schools no longer need to follow an agreed syllabus.  There is a tendency to 
consider that local arrangements are wasteful and we should always be looking at 
doing things on a larger scale.  This approach would inevitably lead to the decline of 
SACREs, so we need to use the next year to secure our purpose and support. 

 Actions resulting from recommendation 3 must be led by qualified teachers; this also 
poses questions about the future of SACREs. 

 Recommendation 9a is a positive change, which will help the work of SACREs when 
included in the Ofsted inspection framework. 

 Recommendation 11 requires further clarification of specific aspects of the right to 
withdraw. 

 
Ways for SACRE to respond to the report were then considered, and it was agreed to: 

 Look at producing a joint local syllabus with Bucks.  This work would also help to build 
up networking and other activities.  BM will look at the feasibility of this approach with 
the Diocese Advisor, Ann Andrews.  

 Seek feedback from individual schools.  The syllabus review questionnaire which had 
been circulated will be distributed to schools. 

 Produce a statement in response to the report, based on this discussion and points 
raised by members unable to attend.  BM requested further comments to be provided 
to him, so that this work can be completed by the end of the year.  It was agreed to 
open this statement by broadly welcoming the work that has gone in to the suggestions 
to create the new framework, before listing the points for further consideration. 
 

Actions 

 BM will liaise with the Diocese Advisor regarding producing a joint syllabus with 
Bucks 

 All members will provide any further comments on the report to BM, who will 
produce a SACRE statement in response. 
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Agreed syllabus review 
 
The questionnaire, which had been circulated, will be distributed to schools when a decision 
is made regarding the proposed joint syllabus with Bucks. 
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NASACRE update 

 The funding survey had been circulated.  A response will be prepared and circulated 
for information.                          Action:  BM will prepare the funding survey response 
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 BM will be attending the national conference in May 2019, and will provide a report to 
the June SACRE. 
 

 
12 

 
Member contributions 
 

 NF reported that he will be working on a major new research project on argumentation 
in Science and RE. 

 CV raised concern about the apparent decline in teaching about Hinduism.  It was 
agreed that schools seem to feel that other religions are more relevant and there is also 
concern about teaching less well-known subject areas.  However there are clear 
benefits in developing equal understanding of eastern and western religions, and it will 
be helpful for SACRE to consider how to develop this thinking better.  SG noted that 
the new independent school syllabus places great emphasis on a wide range of world 
views.  BM noted the importance of learning from religion rather than about it.  This 
point was raised with the RE Commissioner and picked up by the Chair’s statement, 
although it did not come through strongly in the final report. 

 BM advised that the RE Commission and NATRE propose to set up ten organisational 
regions for RE across the country.  Oxfordshire will be in the central region.  IT is 
intended that these changes will facilitate setting up hubs and networks. 
 

 
13 

 
Review and agreed actions 
 
Members agreed that the meeting had been very successful.  Good progress on a number of 
agreed actions had been reported and discussion was productive  
 

 
14 

 
Next meeting 
 
The next meeting will take place at County Hall at 4:00 pm on Wednesday 6th March 2019. 
 

   
CM thanked all members for their attendance and contributions, and closed the meeting at 
5:50 pm. 
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Reflection for SACRE meeting, 14 November 2018: 
 
The vitality of man’s belief in God”, wrote Baha’u’llah, “is dying out in every land. Nothing 
short of His wholesome medicine can ever restore it”. 
  
So wrote Baha’u’llah from His prison cell in Akka in the Ottoman province of Palestine. 
  
The weakening of religious belief is something which should concern us all.  No serious 
attempt to reorder human affairs into a peaceful, loving and united world can afford to ignore 
religion, which is, as Marx (Karl, that is, not Groucho) wrote, “the heart of the heartless world, 
the soul of the soulless world”. 
  
Nobody here can fail to be convinced of the importance of the SACRE. Through it, since its 
restatement in the Education Reform Act 1988, members of the different faiths which make 
up our communities have been able to find common ground in addressing the education of 
our children. 
  
Pleasant though working together has proved, we must not view the Oxfordshire SACRE as 
merely a compromise between religious positions. We must never forget that the focus must 
be upon the spiritual, moral, emotional and cognitive needs of the child, rather than on 
creating a mutually acceptable syncretism. Our faiths can find common ground only because 
they all derive from a belief in a common deity, an “unknowable essence”, whose qualities 
and attributes can however be known. 
  
Our task, however, must be not to present closed “facts” to the young, but to develop in them 
an enquiring and respectful search for meaning, together with a sense of security and 
meaning in an increasingly hostile world, and to help them strive to develop virtues for their 
future lives, and to avoid the self-destructive practices to which the uninspired can fall prey.   
  
The high-mindedness, the love of life, and the compassion for their fellow creatures which 
such a search can create, together with a spirit of respect for the beliefs of others, can, by 
degrees, bring about a united world where “the earth is but one country, and mankind its 
citizens”, as Baha’u’llah put it.   
  
The sacred duty laid upon us is not to close the minds of the young for the sake of harmony 
between our adult selves, but to open the minds of the young for the sake of themselves and 
the planet. 
  
 
Stephen Vickers, JP, PhD, Alternate Baha’i rep, Oxfordshire SACRE 
  

 

 


